Dear CEO Clubs Members, Guests and Families,
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to the CEO Clubs Global
Network and encourage you all to honor us with your presence here in Cairo
for the launch of the Egypt Chapter of the CEO Clubs.

Let me take this opportunity to thank the founder and creator of the CEO
Clubs Global Network, Mr. Joe Mancuso for bringing so many people,
families and businesses together from across the global to have fun, make
money and learn. His leadership and ingenuity has been an inspiration to
over 30,000 members from over 14 countries and over 50 cities worldwide.
Join us this September on what could turn out to be the journey of a
lifetime, as you find yourself immersed by the beauty and mystery of this
land of ancient builders, kings and scholars. Visit the ancient sites and
landmarks, dine at the foot of the great pyramids of Giza, gaze into the eyes
of the magnificent Sphinx, sail the Nile as the great Pharos once did, and
savior the sounds, smells and tastes of traditions seven millennia old.
As Egypt continues to push forward with a strong economic reform agenda
aimed at creating a cohesive business and regulatory environment attractive
for both local and global investments, there is no better time than today for
you to explore the endless business opportunities now available as a result
of such reform policies. I am especially enthusiastic about the potential of
the Suez Canal Regional Development project which will afford hundreds of
billions of US Dollars in investments and contracting opportunities.

For six days and 5 nights you will have fun, do business and learn all about
the true essence of the land of the ancient Gods and Kings.
Ashraf M. Naguib
CEO – CEO Clubs Egypt
Chief Executive Officer - Global Trade Matters

1 VISIT - 200 NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Join us this September as we celebrate the launch of the CEO Clubs Chapter
in Egypt and take advantage of this great opportunity to meet over 200
business and government leaders from a wide scope of sectors and
interests.
Considered the gateway to Africa and the Middle East and home to over 91
million people, Egypt is not only a large consumer market but can give your
business access to over 1.4 billion consumers around the world through its
extensive multilateral and bilateral trade and investment agreements.
The Egyptian Government needs to invest well over 500 Billion US Dollars to
rebuild and upgrade infrastructure projects across the nation. You and your
business can play a vital and important role in the development and progress
of this great nation. Your experiences, expertise, services and products
could be the catalyst of true change and progress.
Meet new partners, make new friends, find new customers and seek out
new suppliers in Egypt this September and build new bonds of
collaboration which will endure for years to come.

CAIRO

ITINERARY
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17TH – THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 22nd

Saturday – September
Arrivals/Free Day

17th

2016

Sunday – September 18th 2016
Group Breakfast
Lobby Meeting Point
Visit: The Great Pyramids of Giza – The Sun Boat Museum – The Great Sphinx
Lunch – Pyramids View
Souvenir Shopping: Pyramids Area
Hotel Rest time
Group Dinner
Monday – September 19th 2016
Group Breakfast
Lobby Meeting Point
Visit: Citadel of Salah El Din - Mohamed Ali Mosque
Group Lunch - Nile Cruise
Hotel Rest time
Lobby Meeting Point
Group Dinner - Traditional Egyptian + Entertainment Program
Tuesday – September 20th 2016
Group Breakfast
Hotel Rest - Free Time
CEO Clubs Members Networking Lunch
Lobby Meeting Point
Nile Felucca (Sail Boats) Ride – The CEO Clubs Nile Armada
Visit: Khan Al Khalili Bazaar – Old Cairo
Tea and Sweets - Traditional Egyptian
Hotel Rest - Free Time
Wednesday – September 21st 2016
Group Breakfast
Lobby Meeting Point
Visit: Egyptian Museum
Group Lunch – Nile View
Hotel Rest time
Lobby Meeting Point
CEO Clubs Egypt Launch Dinner

Thursday – September 22nd 2016
Group Breakfast
Departure/Free Day

YOU ARE IN GOOD HANDS
Enjoy the warm welcome of our Meet & Assist Team whom will be there to
assist you and your guests upon arrival at Cairo Airport. A member of the
InterTours Meet & Assist Team will help you through the airport and escort you
to your car for transport to your hotel. This service is included in your overall all
inclusive package rates.
Our team will assist you with your Entry Visa process and procedures. Entry
Visas issued at the airport are 25USD per person and are not included in your
overall package rates.
Upon your departure, transport will be provided from the Hotel and airport
assistance will be available. We hope to make your arrival and departure
experience just as memorable as the rest of your trip. Tailor made services can
also be provided at your request and for additional fees.

TRAVEL PARTNER
For all your travel inquires:
International Tourism & Shipping
Enterprise
INTERTOURS
18 Hussein Wassif St. Dokki
P.O. Box 110 Orman, Giza, Egypt
Tel: +20 2 33363792 - 33363793
Fax:+20 2 37481116
Email: info@intertours.com.eg
www.intertours-eg.com

LUXURY YOU DESERVE
Rising majestically above the Zamalek district, surrounded by six acres of lush
palace gardens, the Marriott Cairo Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino is a
remarkable destination for business and leisure travelers in Egypt's capital
city.
Everything you need for a brilliant hotel experience is here - from our 1,087
immaculately designed rooms and suites to our 15 onsite restaurants, offering
everything from casual Middle Eastern cuisine to fresh sushi. Luxury amenities
in each hotel room include whirlpool bathtubs, 42-inch flat-screen TVs, and
plush pillow top mattresses.
Many of the accommodations feature private balconies with breathtaking
views of Cairo and the Nile River.
Venture out of the hotel and explore nearby attractions, including the
Pyramids of Giza and the Cairo Opera House. There's no limit to the wonders
you can experience here at the Marriott Cairo Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino.
The original Gezirah Palace was constructed by the Nile on orders from
Khedive Ismail. He asked the architects of that time to make it resemble
another palace in France, Versailles, where Empress Eugénie used to stay.
The purpose for that palace was to host the French Empress Eugénie who was
invited along with her husband the French Emperor Napoleon III. The
occasion of that invitation was the opening of the Suez Canal, which was a
huge project at that time.

THE PERFECT DAILY BREAKFAST
Enjoy your Five Stars Daily Breakfast Buffet. This daily gathering will act as the
Group Daily Meeting Point.
Join your fellow CEO Clubs’ members for a lavish selection of appetizing
breakfast selections and variety of fresh squeezed juices.
Your daily breakfast buffet boasts a great variety of exquisite tastes catering
to all pallets and preferences. From freshly baked pastries and bread varieties,
homemade jams, honey, sausages, soups, omelets and waffle stations, to
oatmeal, cereals, fruit salad, milk, and yoghurt Here you will find everything
your heart desires and needs before your daily adventure .

DEDICATED TOUR GUIDES
No one knows Egypt better or more intimately than our dedicated and
professional English speaking tour guides. Every visit, lunch or dinner will be
accompanied by your guide, ensuring your full convenience and comfort.
Our tour guides are experts in their field and boast a great deal of knowledge
and many years of experience. They will guide you through your different
adventures and assist you on any of your requests throughout your trip.
Meet your tour guide at the designated meeting point and always look out for
the INTERTOURS SIGN

ENJOY THE DRIVE
Your comfort and convenience comes first, hence we have selected only the
best state of the art transport solutions for all your out of hotel visits.
All passenger motor coaches offer luxurious reclining seats with armrests,
footrest and overhead reading lights with plenty of space for all your onboard baggage. Our fleet comes with multi-zone heating and air conditioning
to help you ride comfortably no matter what the temperature is outside while
enjoying the spectacular sights through large facade windows. All motor
coaches are equipped with onboard lavatories for your comfort and
convenience.

Our drivers are held to the highest possible standard and undergo the most
rigorous training and regular re-training ensuring you safety comfort and
convenience.

Sunday – September 18th 2016

WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Not matter how far you live or where you are from, you must have been
introduced to these marvels of history at your school, in cartoons,
documentaries, books and movies. Now you can have the chance to see them
in all their glory and mystery.
The Great Pyramid of Giza (also known as the Pyramid of Khufu or the
Pyramid of Cheops) is the oldest and largest of the three pyramids in the Giza
pyramid complex bordering what is now El Giza, Egypt. It is the oldest of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, and the only one to remain largely
intact.
Based on a mark in an interior chamber naming the work gang and a
reference to fourth dynasty Egyptian Pharaoh Khufu, Egyptologists believe
that the pyramid was built as a tomb over a 10 to 20-year period concluding
around 2560 BC. Initially at 146.5 meters (481 feet), the Great Pyramid was the
tallest man-made structure in the world for more than 3,800 years. Originally,
the Great Pyramid was covered by casing stones that formed a smooth outer
surface; what is seen today is the underlying core structure.

Sunday – September 18th 2016

THE LION MAN
The Sphinx of Giza is a symbol that has represented the essence of Egypt for
thousands of years. Even with all of the pictures that we see of the Sphinx,
nothing can really prepare you for the time that you finally see the Sphinx
with your own eyes. Here's a look at the Sphinx that will give you a hint of
what you can expect to see if you visit Egypt.
Carved from the bedrock of the Giza plateau, the Sphinx is truly a mysterious
marvel from the days of ancient Egypt. The body of a lion with the head of a
king or god, the sphinx has come to symbolize strength and wisdom.

Sunday – September 18th 2016

SAILING ACROSS THE STARS
Several Ancient Egyptian solar ships & boat pits were found in Ancient
Egyptian sites. The most famous is the Khufu ship now preserved in the Giza
Solar boat museum beside the Great pyramid at Giza.
The full-sized ships or boats were buried near Ancient Egyptians' Pyramids or
Temples at many sites. The history and function of the ships are not precisely
known. They might be of the type known as a "solar barge", a ritual vessel to
carry the resurrected king with the sun god Ra across the heavens. However,
some ships bear signs of being used in water, and it is possible that these
ships were a funerary "barge".
The Khufu ship is an intact full-size vessel from Ancient Egypt that was sealed
into a pit in the Giza pyramid complex at the foot of the Great Pyramid of Giza
around 2500 BC. It was thus identified as the world's oldest intact ship and
has been described as "a masterpiece of woodcraft" that could sail today if
put into water. The Khufu ship is one of the oldest, largest, and bestpreserved vessels from antiquity. It measures 43.6 m (143 ft) long and 5.9 m
(19.5 ft) wide.

Sunday – September 18th 2016

LUNCH WITH A DIFFERENT VIEW
Enjoy a wonderful group lunch at the foot of the great pyramids of Giza.
Savior the tastes, sounds and sights of this magnificent garden setting located
at the world renowned Mena House Palace.
The Mena House is one of the most unique hotels in Cairo, with its own rich
and colorful history. Surrounded by 40 acres of verdant green gardens, this
palatial hotel is located in the shadows of the Great Pyramids of Giza in Cairo.
The royal history of the hotel is reflected in luxurious interiors that are
embellished with exquisite antiques, handcrafted furniture, original work of
arts and magnificent antiques that are rarely found in luxury hotels. Mena
House has played host to kings and emperors, Heads of State and celebrities.

Sunday – September 18th 2016

TAKE YOUR MEMORIES HOME
The Pyramids area is home to some of the world’s most renowned bazaars and
shops specializing in ancient Egyptian souvenirs, gifts and memorabilia. Take
this unique opportunity to find the gift of your dream. Surprise your friends and
family with a gift from the ancient land of Egypt.
Papyrus always makes for a beautiful addition to your walls. Take your time and
select something lasting for your home that will always remind you of this
wonderful adventure.

Monday – September 19th 2016

THE CENTER OF POWER
The Citadel was fortified by the Ayyubid ruler Salah al-Din (Saladin) between
1176 and 1183 CE, to protect it from the Crusaders. Only a few years after
defeating the Fatimid Caliphate, Saladin set out to build a wall that would
surround both Cairo and Fustat. Saladin is recorded as saying, "With a wall I
will make the two [cities of Cairo and Fustat] into a unique whole, so that one
army may defend them both; and I believe it is good to encircle them with a
single wall from the bank of the Nile to the bank of the Nile."
The Citadel would be the centerpiece of the wall. Built on a promontory
beneath the Muqattam Hills, a setting that made it difficult to attack, the
efficacy of the Citadel's location is further demonstrated by the fact that it
remained the heart of Egyptian government until the 19th century.
The citadel stopped being the seat of government when Egypt's ruler,
Khedive Ismail, moved to his newly built Abdin Palace in the Ismailiya
neighborhood in the 1860s. While the Citadel was completed in 1183–1184, the
wall Saladin had envisioned was still under construction in 1238, long after his
death.

Monday – September 19th 2016

MAKING A CITY GREAT
The great Mosque of Muhammad Ali Pasha or Alabaster Mosque is situated in
the Citadel of Cairo in Egypt and commissioned by Muhammad Ali Pasha
between 1830 and 1848.
Situated on the summit of the citadel, this Ottoman mosque, the largest to be
built in the first half of the 19th century, is, with its animated silhouette and
twin minarets, the most visible mosque in Cairo. The mosque was built in
memory of Tusun Pasha, Muhammad Ali's oldest son, who died in 1816.
This great mosque, along with the citadel, is one of the landmarks and tourist
attractions of Cairo and is one of the first features to be seen when
approaching the city from no matter which side. The mosque was built on the
site of old Mamluk buildings in Cairo's Citadel between 1830 and 1848,
although not completed until the reign of Said Pasha in 1857.

Monday – September 19th 2016

LUNCH ON THE NILE
Take this 2 hour Nile Cruise Lunch and discover a totally new side to the hustle
and bustle of cosmopolitan Cairo. Once in the middle of one of Africa’s
longest rivers you will find yourself going back in time.
Imagine all the people throughout history have traveled upon these great
waters. Wonder how far each drop has travelled as it made its way up from
Lake Victoria to the Mediterranean Sea. Travel upon the river which defies
nature and flow north making the south Upper Egypt and the North to be
known as Lower Egypt.
Compliment this scenic experience with a savoring lunch and fabulous deserts
as you network and mingle amongst family, friends and partners.

Monday – September 19th 2016

WHERE WORLD LEADERS DINED

Come venture out of the city, away from the congestion down town Cairo,
and head to the fabulous Churchill’s Garden overlooking the pyramids. Enjoy
this candle lit dinner with live music, and an enchanting view.
Marvel at the artistic lighting scheme that glows gently in the night, showing
off the beautiful architecture of the 1869 establishment which once hosted
Arthur Conan Doyle, author of Sherlock Holmes, for an entire winter, as well
as Winston Churchill.
Watch the waiters coming and going with sizzling hot plates as you choose
from a wide selection of Middle Eastern and Indian cuisine.
Although you are welcome there in casual dress, we recommend you dress up
to fulfill the potential of the experience. This is a great place for business deals
you want to close, friends who want to catch up or who want a change of
scene, foreigners you want to charm, and people you want to seduce.

Monday – September 19th 2016

DINNER ENTERTAINMENT

Your unique Pyramids view outdoors dinner will offer some of
the most lavish entertainment programs and shows, bringing
you traditional dance and song from across Egypt. Experience
fine oriental dance and music as you enjoy your starlit evening.

Tuesday – September 20th 2016

NEW ANNUAL CEO Clubs TRADITION
ANNUAL CEO Clubs - NILE FELUCCA ARMADA

A new CEO Clubs tradition is born. As we celebrate the launch of CEO Clubs
Egypt Chapter, join us on this magnificent Nile Sailing Trip as we take out an
armada of Feluccas across the Nile River, symbolizing the strength and
cohesiveness of the CEO Clubs Network.
We aspire to make this an Annual event coincide with our Chapter’s launch
anniversary. Every year we want more Feluccas and more CEOs from around
the network to join this new and exciting annual tradition.

Tuesday – September 20th 2016

MIX & MATCH WITH THE EGYPT NETWORK
Join us at this unique matchmaking lunch and meet some of the nation’s
leading business and government leaders as you explore the endless
opportunities for collaboration and partnerships. We will work to make sure
that your time is not wasted; hence we will pre-match attending CEOs by
sector and business interests so that you can get the maximum out of this
networking event.
Lunch will be served at the Marriott Hotel and will host key members of
Egypt’s private sector and government officials from many ministries. This will
also serve as a great opportunity to find out more about the Egypt CEO Clubs
Chapter and exchange ideas and thoughts about the network at large.
Family and guests are all welcome to join so that we can have a casual and
friendly affair where you can make new friends and enduring partners.

Tuesday – September 20th 2016

TRAVEL TO THE MIDDLE AGE
One of the greatest markets in Cairo, Khan el Khalili market is one of the more
colorful and fun places to spend an evening and stock up on gifts for the
family back home.
Today the passing trade largely consists of tour groups and vacationers,
however, this market is as historic as any other, a thriving centre of
commerce, where merchants and shoppers have bargained, bartered and
quibbled over prices since the Middle Ages.

The market spills out from the west of Midan El Hussien, the square that
stretches between the two great mosques of Saiyidna Hussein and Al-Azhar.
Generally speaking, certain products are restricted to specific areas or streets
meaning that the bazaar is actually a collection of highly focused mini bazaars
selling perfumes, or spices, or gold, or copper, or textiles.

Tuesday – September 20th 2016

WHERE KINGS ONCE SAT
El Fishawy is the Grande Dame of Cairo's coffee houses. For over 250 years, it
has played host to artists, musicians, students and intellectuals, including –
most famously – Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz, who wrote parts of his
prize-winning Cairo Trilogy in a back room there. Ahmed Rami, who used to
write songs for Oum Kalthoum, also frequented the coffee shop. Even King
Farouk once sat in one of its narrow halls.
Arguably the most celebrated coffee shop in the Arab world, El Fishawy is only
rivalled by Damascus’ El Nawfara, and is always lively and overflowing with
people. Daytime sees various tourists thirsting for a glimpse of authenticity,
while evening melts into locals catching up with friends or simply passing the
time.

Wednesday – September 21st 2016

THE TREASURES OF EGYPT UNDER 1 ROOF
The Egyptian Museum in Cairo contains the world's most extensive collection
of pharaonic antiquities; no visit to Egypt is complete without a trip through
its galleries. The original collection was established in the late 19th century
under Auguste Mariette and housed in Boulaq. The objects were moved in
1891 to the palace of Ismail Pasha in Giza before being transferred in 1902 to
the current building at Tahrir Square, which is the first purpose-built museum
edifice in the world.
The ground floor takes the visitor on a chronological tour through the
collections, while the objects on the upper floor are grouped according to
tomb or category; exhibits here include the treasures of Tutankhamun,
wooden models of daily life, statuettes of divinities, and a rare group of
Faiyum Portraits. On display on the second floor are also many of the New
Kingdom royal mummies.

Wednesday – September 21st 2016

NILE LUNCH PANORAMA VIEW
Enjoy this Group Lunch right on the banks of the Nile at one of Cairo’s most
beautiful spots. The luxurious landmark Grand Nile Tower is poised directly on
the magnificent Nile on the tip of Roda Island with a prime location in central
Cairo. It is located in the Garden City area close to the centre of modern Cairo.

The 5 star hotel hosts a wide array of restaurants, including the Revolving
Restaurant with French specialty cuisine overlooking the magnificent Nile.
Dining options include Okashi Japanese restaurant, Chingari Indian restaurant,
La Famiglia Italian restaurant and the La Dorada the seafood specialty cuisine

Wednesday – September 21st 2016

AN EVENING OF ELEGANCE & LUXURY
The CEO Clubs Egypt Chapter Launch Gala Dinner will be a night to remember
as over 200 business and government leaders come together to enjoy an
evening defined by elegance and luxury. A blend of new and seasoned CEO
Clubs members will have the opportunity to share ideas, thoughts,
experiences and opportunities.
The CEO Clubs Egypt Chapter Launch Gala Dinner will mark the opening of the
latest and potentially the largest CEO Clubs Chapter as of yet. Hundreds of
new members will be joining the CEO Club’s Egypt Chapter in the coming
years as new chapters around the country join the Egypt Network.

Enjoy the great tastes of the Ritz Carlton Nile Hotel, another of the countries
historical landmarks. Set in the heart of downtown, between the iconic Nile
River and Tahrir Square, The Nile Ritz-Carlton, Cairo is a modern luxury hotel
with a storied past. It was first opened in 1959 and it was Cairo’s first 5-star
hotel, hosting the likes of Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Sinatra and Nelson
Rockefeller.

YOUR FREE TIME WELL SPENT
You don’t have to leave your hotel to have fun. Take advantage of your free
time and enjoy all the available amenities the Cairo Marriot Hotel.
Lay back and enjoy a nice lunch at the Garden Café. This café is pretty much
the undisputed king of outdoor, lazy weekend brunches in Cairo. It’s a lot of
fun to sit and people-watch; and you’re sure to spot a few celebrities and
public figures on a good day.
Take a relaxing swim at the pool and enjoy the beautiful September weather.
Work on your suntan by the pool or on your abs in the fully equipped state of
the art gym and don’t miss out on your daily workout while you are here.
Known for its emphasis on beauty services and privacy, the Marriott spa aims
to please by enhancing the emotional experience of getting pampered. They
guarantee uniqueness and satisfaction with all spa treatments.
Want to try your luck? Open 24 hours daily The Omar Khayyam Casino gaming
space features fifty-seven gaming machines and eighteen table and poker
games.

NEW BLENDS – OLD TRADITIONS
While your packages do not include any alcoholic beverages you can still
savior the tastes of one of the country’s oldest traditions. Wine making has a
long tradition in Egypt which goes back to the 3rd millennium BC.

Today Egypt produces about half a million gallons of wine a year. About halfdozen wines are produced near Alexandria.
The most commonly found are Omar Khayyam (very dry red), Cru des
Ptolémées (dry white) and Rubis d'Egypt (rosé). There are currently only three
major producers of wine: Gianaclis (which produces all the above-mentioned
labels plus Chateau Grand Marquis), Chateau des Rêves (which actually
imports grapes from Lebanon) and Obelisk. The two primary varietals under
cultivation are Pinot blanc and Cabernet Sauvignon.

Also try one or a few of the many local beers selections.

WHY COME ALONE
Why come alone when you can make this one of the most memorable family
adventures ever. Egypt is just as fascinating for young children as it is to you.
Let their thoughts and imaginations ride wild as they gaze upon the marvels
of Egypt. Let them visit the mummies in the Egyptian Museum and see the
mask on the boy king Tutankhamen.
Expose them to a new culture, to new tastes, smells, sights and sounds. Give
them a story to tell to their friends at school at family at home. Make this trip
not only about creating new business bonds, but also to strengthen family
bonds.

6 DAYS – 5 NIGHTS

UNDER US$3,990 all inclusive
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS’ RATE:
Early Bird (latest: July 31st 2016)
Per Person in Single Garden View Room
Per Person in Double Garden View Room
Per Person in Single Nile View Room
Per Person in Double Nile View Room

US$ 3,890.00 all inclusive
US$ 3,500.00 all inclusive
US$ 3,990.00 all inclusive
US$ 3,600.00 all inclusive

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS’ RATE:
Late Booking (latest: September 10th 2016)
Per Person in Single Garden View Room
Per Person in Double Garden View Room
Per Person in Single Nile View Room
Per Person in Double Nile View Room

US$ 4,190.00 all inclusive
US$ 3,800.00 all inclusive
US$ 4,290.00 all inclusive
US$ 3,900.00 all inclusive

Add 20% for NON-MEMBERS – and 20% for Bookings After September 10th 2016
Rates Conditions:
Enjoy 6 Days - 5 Nights accommodation at the Iconic Cairo Marriott Hotel (5 Stars)
Including everyday buffet breakfast, all applicable taxes, and service charges + in-room and
public area WIFI access.
Your rate does not include any additional hotel services or in-room orders, mini bar and or other
purchases. Please review your itinerary for packages details.
Including Meet & Assist and transfer from Cairo International Airport to Hotel on arrival and
from Hotel to CAI the day of departure by private car, minivan or minibus.
All tours/visits in the itinerary will include English speaking guides, all destination/ venue
entrance fees
All transportation/tours by state of the art A/C buses equipped with bathrooms
Lunches and Dinners appearing on the itinerary will include soft drinks and mineral water
This package does not include any Alcoholic Beverages. Alcoholic Beverages can be purchased
separately and will be available at your hotel and most of the lunch and dinner venues.
Packages do not include Air Fare.
You are invited to attend the CEO Clubs Egypt Chapter Member Networking Lunch
You are invited to attend the CEO Clubs Egypt Chapter Launch Gala Dinner on the 21st September
Refund Policy: 70% Refund - 45 Days Prior to Arrival Date / 45% Refund - 30 Days Prior to Arrival
Date - 20% Refund / 15 Days Prior to Arrival Date / 5% Refund – Last 15 Days Leading to the Event

CEO CLUBS
IN EGYPT

The Chief Executive Officers' Clubs
CEO Clubs, Inc.

2016

FAX FORM

Fill out, print and fax this form to
212.925.7463

EVENT - Sep 17th to Sep 22nd - 6 Days / 5 Nights
EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS' RATE:

Or
Register online at:
http://ceoclubs.org/registration/

Member

Non-Member

Per Person in Single Garden View Room

$3,890.00

$4,668

Per Person in Double Garden View Room

$3,500.00

$4,200

Per Person in Single Nile View Room

$3,990.00

$4,788

*Add 20% for Bookings After
September 10th 2016

Per Person in Double Nile View Room

$3,600.00

$4,320

Refund Policy:

Early Bird (Latest: July 31st 2016) - All Inclusive

Late Booking (Latest: September 10th 2016) - All Inclusive
Per Person in Single Garden View Room

$4,190.00

$5,028

Per Person in Double Garden View Room

$3,800.00

$4,560

Per Person in Single Nile View Room

$4,290.00

$5,148

Per Person in Double Nile View Room

$3,900.00

$4,680

70% Refund
- 45 Days Prior to Arrival Date
45% Refund
- 30 Days Prior to Arrival Date
20% Refund
- 15 Days Prior to Arrival Date
5% Refund
- Last 15 Days Leading to the Event

Full Name
Are you a member of the CEO Clubs?
Yes
No

First Additional Guest
Second Additional Guest
Address
City

State

Company Name

Zip
Passport Number (Primary)

Phone

Email

Credit Card #

MC

Visa

AmEx

Discover

Name On Card
Expiration Date

CEO Clubs International, Inc.
333 West 86th Street
# 1207
New York, NY 10024

CSC#

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Billing Zip Code

OFFICERS' CLUB

E-Mail: Mail@CEOClubs.org
Phone: 212.925.7911
Fax: 212-925-7463
Voice Mail: 212.978.8863

